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the base product of the747 queen of the skies ii can be bought separately from the developer. in that the base product, there isnt much youll want to buy extra of. and thats true for any sub-product. you can only choose between the regular add-on and the special version. the add-on packs are the way pmdg is trying to spread the word about their products. the regular add-on packages have their own forum thread for questions and feedback. however, pmdg also releases special versions, and these are released in a different thread. you can see this for the 777v3. so, why would you choose the special version, you might wonder? firstly, because it just looks better. however, that and the extra content isnt all of that special. also, the special version contains a special configuration file for the aircraft. when you connect to the 747v3, there is a unique configuration available. you can even create your own. this is especially
useful if you want to customize the 747 to your heart content, or want to create a 747-400 without the re-engine option. to start off the 747v2 is like any other pmdg product. its a very large product that consists of three folders, aircraft, and systems. the aircraft folder is split into two sections: the 747, and the variants. so, youll see more than one 747 section, as you would expect with a 747 product. but its not that simple, because pmdg covers a lot of unique content with this product. for example, the 747v2 comes with the classic, extended, photo-realistic, and detailed failures. the 747v2 comes with the ground services that offer the same ones found in the 777x. however, the 747v2 also comes with the latest version of the 777x ground operations feature, where you can connect to ground services, backup and disconnect the aircraft, park ground vehicles in a specific position, and a multitude of other features that

just dont exist in the 777x. on top of that, the 747v2 comes with all the services of the queen of the skies. you dont just get the services however, but the same vehicles and failure of the 777x as well. you get all those in the queen of the skies, at a cheaper price of course. and, on top of all that, pmdg decided to add the latest version of the 777x cockpit interior. this is the same as the 777x and can be used on the queen of the skies if you want.
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the first thing that strikes you about the pmdg 747-400 queen of the skies ii, is the splash screen. its nothing
fancy, but a brilliant use of the 747v3. it visually gives the impression that you are inside the 747. its not like the
old version, where they put the 747 beside the runway or inside the terminal to enhance the feeling of realism. in
this case, youre in the aircraft. well done. the 747v3 was a very successful product by pmdg. its third in a series
of cracked products, and together with the 777v3, its the third significant pmdg product ive tested here. and for
a reason. its a product that takes the best (read: realistic) parts of the other products. this makes sense. pmdg

really shine on commercial products, and the 747 might very well be their crown jewel. its success as an airliner
is unmatched, and as such, i had high hopes for this product. the pmdg 747-400 queen of the skies ii also

features the new 3-d cockpit windscreen. this was a nice addition, since the 747v3 has a special edition of the
same windscreen. the 3-d cockpit windscreen on the qotsii is much more detailed than that in the 747v3. the 3-d
cockpit windscreen on the qotsii also allows for some nice touches. to start with, i really appreciate the fact that
the term passenger is no longer used in the 3-d cockpit windscreen. there are no passengers in the queen of the
skies ii, and its not really possible to put passengers in the cockpit. the term is completely gone. also, the new

3-d cockpit windscreen features a much more detailed cabin. the quality of the 3-d cockpit windscreen has
improved a lot since the last queen of the skies. 5ec8ef588b
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